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Introduction
There are things we bury in the innermost sanctuaries of ourselves. Things that 
we choose not to confront for fear of judgement by others or, more terrifying 
still, the prospect of a future having to live knowing who we really are.

These things, like little islands lambasted on all sides by thunderous seas, are 
visited only in moments of sheer bravery, fever or drunkeness — but often not 
visited at all. However, it’s these things kept in shadow and visited so rarely that 
define us. Everything else is purely an aesthetic. 

Jennifer Forever is about that very grey area between right and wrong. That area 
we sometimes wish didn’t exist for the simplicity of knowing exactly which side 
of the fence we’re on. It asks some questions to which I am sure there are many 
correct answers but, in all of this — right or wrong — I wonder … is there any 
room for pity and understanding?
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Notes
Characters:

MAN Average. In every sense of the word.

GIRL Extraordinary.
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Jennifer Forever

ONE
Lights up.

The living room in MAN’s home.

The room is empty except for GIRL, who snoops innocently 
about the room. She is wearing a school uniform.

MAN enters.

MAN You can put some music on if you like. There are more CDs 
on the shelf in the corner.

GIRL I can’t say I’m terribly impressed by your collection.

MAN When I was your age all that stuff was cool.

GIRL Exactly.
 … 
 I like your flat.

MAN Thanks.

GIRL You live alone?

MAN I do. I used to share with someone but it didn’t really work out.

GIRL No?

MAN He played in a band … nothing special … played all the 
pubs around here. Self-produced an EP. Never landed 
a contract or got any serious radio play or anything. 
Nonetheless, he seemed to have an endless supply of 
‘groupies’ to bring back here every night of the week and I 
got tired of being woken up at three in the morning.
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GIRL Well, I suppose if you had a flat mate I couldn’t be here 
right now.

MAN Probably not.

GIRL Did you bring many girlfriends here when you had a flat mate?

MAN Sometimes.

GIRL It must have sucked having to keep quiet … kinda like being 
a teenager living at home again.

MAN You could say that … but my days of sneaking girls in 
through my bedroom window are well over.

GIRL Lucky you.

MAN So how was your day? How was school?

GIRL It was ok.
 … 
 I had a chemistry test.

MAN Really?

GIRL It makes up half of my mark for the term.

MAN And how do you think you did?

GIRL I’m not sure. Not great.

MAN No?

GIRL No … but it’s ok. I have more units than I need so I could 
just drop it if I wanted to.

MAN Do you plan on going to university?

GIRL I’m not sure … 

MAN Well, keep it just in case. The sciences scale very well.
  … 
 So tell me, why don’t you have a boyfriend?
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GIRL I don’t know. There’s no reason. I’m not a lesbian or anything … 

MAN You’ve never wanted to kiss a girl?

GIRL Are you hoping I have?

MAN Experimentation is healthy. Particularly at your age.

GIRL Well … I’m not a lesbian and there are no boys at school so … 

MAN But you’re very beautiful. You must have boys ask you out all 
the time.

GIRL shrugs off MAN’s statement.

 Is someone taking you to the formal?

GIRL Would you be jealous if said ‘yes’?

MAN Probably.

GIRL Well, no. No one has asked me anyway.

MAN Why not?

GIRL I don’t know.

MAN I’m sure someone will ask you.

GIRL It doesn’t bother me if no one does. I’m pretty sure they all 
call me frigid behind my back.

MAN If only they knew.
  … 
 So you’ve never told me … what’s the furthest you’ve been 

with a boy?

GIRL Do you think I’m a slut?

MAN God, no. Not at all. And slut is such an abhorrent word. 
Women shouldn’t use it.

 When women use it to describe their own it gives permission 
for men to do the same.
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GIRL A girl of loose morals then?

MAN No, I’m just curious. It’s been a while since I was your age but 
I definitely was your age once. I know what you get up to.

GIRL Then you shouldn’t have to ask.

MAN True.
  … 
 Are you a virgin?
  … 

GIRL [not sure] Yes.

MAN Really?

GIRL [second guessing] Yes … 

MAN Have you ever gone down on a guy?

GIRL You mean, have I ever performed fellatio?

MAN Yes, that’s what I mean.

GIRL shakes her head, no.

GIRL I’ve kissed boys but, like I said, there are no boys at 
school so … I’m sure you can appreciate that I’ve lacked 
the opportunity.

MAN You speak very well. Do you know that?

GIRL I’m first in Advanced English.

MAN Good girl. I used to teach English.

GIRL Really? I didn’t know … 

MAN I’m a man of many talents. I taught ethology at university 
for a few years and then realised the high school system was 
where I wanted to be so I moved into English and History. 
Modern and ancient. It’s been years since I took an English 
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class, though English is my passion. I would have liked to 
have had you in my English class. You would have been an 
excellent student. Do you have a favourite writer?

GIRL I’m not sure.

MAN A favourite book?

GIRL Mmmm … 

MAN Don’t tell me you read that Twilight rubbish … 

GIRL My favourite writer is Gabriel Garcia Marquez, but my 
favourite book is Lolita. I know it’s odd that my favourite 
book is not by my favourite writer, but Marquez has written 
the most books I’ve really enjoyed, even if he didn’t write the 
one I enjoyed the most … so I guess he’s my favourite writer.

MAN And what do you enjoy most about Marquez?

GIRL His magical reality … 

MAN I think you mean magical realism.

GIRL No. I don’t. The word realism implies a sense of realness 
imposed upon something that it not real — like any ism — 
it’s an influence, it’s not tangible. Marquez creates realities; 
they are how they are because that’s exactly how he created 
them to be. He’s God — he creates reality.

MAN Well … I’m impressed.
 … 
 So then why is Lolita your favourite novel? Is it because it’s 

the story of a love affair between a young nymphette and 
an older man … ?

GIRL No. It’s just always made me laugh.

MAN Laugh? You find the story funny?

GIRL Can I ask you a question?
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MAN Of course.

GIRL Am I the first girl you’ve invited here? Girl from school … ?

MAN Yes.

GIRL  … 
 I don’t believe you … 

MAN No, no, I’m not as promiscuous as you might think. You’re 
the first one I’ve ever invited here.

 … 
 And I was asking you questions.

GIRL You were.

MAN Come here … 
  … 

GIRL That’s not a question now is it?

MAN The question will come when you get here.

GIRL slowly walks toward MAN and stands very close, as 
though she is not intimidated.

 … 
 May I kiss you?

GIRL nods. MAN kisses her.

MAN I like your lip gloss.

GIRL I got it free this morning with a magazine.

GIRL turns to walk away.

MAN I want to touch you.

GIRL does not say anything. MAN’s finger traces the 
length of GIRL’s arm gently, from her shoulder down to her 
wrist. He kisses her again.
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MAN Are you nervous?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Don’t be. I promise I won’t try to fuck you until you want 
me to. Right now I’m happy just to touch you. Is that ok?

GIRL Yes.

MAN You don’t mind me touching you?

GIRL No.

MAN Do you like me touching you?

GIRL Yes.

MAN I promise I will only touch you. I just want to touch you. 
That’s all for now.

GIRL nods. MAN leads GIRL off to his bedroom.

LIGHTS down.
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TWO
Lights up.

MAN’s classroom.

A projector or other teaching aid may be used throughout 
to illustrate the lesson.

MAN Predation.
 Anyone?
 … 
 Predation is the biological interaction between two 

organisms; a predator and its prey.
 … 
 Now, a predator does not necessarily always kill its prey, 

BUT the act of predation always results in the eventual 
death of the prey, if not through direct killing, through 
the consumption of the prey’s vital tissue by the predator. 
This you will have read in last week’s homework … for 
those of you who have done the homework … which was 
the Encylopaedia Britannica article on predation and the 
accompanying worksheet.

 … 
 Does everybody have that? Did everybody complete it? 

Good. Then you should all be able to follow along easily.
 … 
 Predators can be divided into different predatory groups:
 “True Predators”, which directly hunt, kill and eat their prey,
 “Grazers”, (and these can be tough to distinguish from 

grazers so do write this down) which feed on their prey once 
or over and again but never kill it or consume it wholly,

 “Parasites” which never consume or kill wholly, but, unlike 
grazers, will form a very close or symbiotic relationship 
with their prey and

 “Parasitoids”, which will live off the tissue of their prey and 
even nest or lay eggs in their prey until its eventual death.
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 Now, the key factor in identifying a predator is the 
recognition of one organism’s direct impact on the 
population of another organism, thus, the predator/prey 
relationship is formed.

 The classification of one organism as predator and another 
as prey relies directly on the definition of the relationship: 
who is it that gains, and who is it that loses?

 So … on the African Savannah, for example, the 
relationship is quite clearly defined. The King of the 
beasts, the lion, preys upon a number of other animals. 
Can anyone stab in the dark for me and tell me which 
predatory group we are looking at here? Anyone? That’s 
right … true predation.

 However, if you take all the lions off the prairie and put 
them together in a contained environment the relationship 
is altered. Do the lions form their own prey/predator 
relationships within the group? Or … does the relationship 
cease to exist altogether, leaving our once King of the 
beasts a mere kitten?

 How we all doing here? Can we move on? Ok.

 That was a rhetorical question, obviously, but what we 
do know for sure is that various predatory pressures 
placed upon all forms of life has lead to what we call the 
“Evolutionary Arms Race”. This arms race, much like the 
stockpiling of weapons by nations in times of imminent 
conflict, is nature’s way of allowing each species to protect 
itself against eradication at the hands of another.

 … 
 Make a note because this will be on the exam … 

 The Evolutionary Arms Race between predator and prey, 
resulting in a number of Antipredatory Adaptations.

Lights down.
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THREE
Lights up.

MAN’s living room. MAN and GIRL are sitting on the sofa 
together. Both are dressed, but GIRL has kicked off her shoes 
and has her feet on MAN’s lap. She is eating a packet of skittles.

GIRL Tell me a secret. Something that no one else knows about you.

MAN I think you know a lot about me.

GIRL Seriously. Tell me anything. Tell me what colour underwear 
you’re wearing.

MAN What colour underwear are you wearing?

GIRL Just tell me something … !
  … 
 First petty crime you committed. The name of the first school 

teacher you ever had a crush on. The first girl you cheated on. 
It doesn’t have to be earth shattering … 

MAN is uncomfortable.

MAN I like pineapple.
  … 

GIRL You like pineapple?

MAN I like pineapple.

GIRL Is that a euphemism … ?

MAN No, it’s a yellow fleshed tropical fruit with a scaly skin.

GIRL Oh. I like them too.

MAN Tell me something about you.

GIRL We’re not talking about me (and I’m sure that wasn’t really a 
secret by the way … )/
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MAN /But I want to.

GIRL But I don’t and I make the rules … 

MAN Why don’t you want to talk about you?

GIRL Why don’t you want to talk about you?

MAN I’m not that interesting. Trust me/

GIRL /I beg to differ.

MAN Well agree to disagree.
  … 

GIRL Am I making you uncomfortable?

MAN It’s not your fault. I mean, I am uncomfortable but it’s not 
your fault.

 … 
 Scout’s honour, cross my heart and hope to die, you are the 

first girl I’ve ever invited here. Girl from school, I mean. 
And it took a lot of self-persuasion for me to bring myself 
to extend that invitation. It’s hard not liking who you are 
and having to live that life as best you can anyway and I … 
I just … I don’t know … 

GIRL You feel bad because you asked me to come here?

MAN It’s more complicated than that but/

GIRL /Do you want me to leave?

MAN No.

GIRL Good. I want to stay.
 … 
 Skittle?

MAN No. Thank you.

GIRL You have to be more trusting.
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MAN It’s that simple?

GIRL You can trust me. Girl Guide’s honour.
  … 
 I’m taking a risk coming here as much as you are asking me to.

MAN I don’t think it’s quite the same for/

GIRL /Well, you don’t want people to know what you do behind 
closed doors and I completely appreciate that because I 
certainly don’t either. You’ve seen a part of me that most others 
haven’t. We’re in this together.

  … 

MAN Do you have any red ones left?

GIRL Hmh?

MAN A red skittle … 

GIRL Oh … the red ones are my favourite. If you want them you 
have to trade me.

MAN What’s a red skittle worth to you?

GIRL The whole world. A secret about you.

MAN Fine. I’m wearing green underwear.

GIRL Nah uh. I want a real one now.

MAN A real what?

GIRL A real secret.

MAN Technically that was … 

GIRL Nope. That’s pathetic. I want something juicy. Something real … 

MAN A real secret? Fine.
 … 
 I’ve been wanting to do this for a long time. A very long time.
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GIRL Do what exactly?

MAN Be here. With you. Like this.

GIRL That’s all?

MAN Yes. No. Well, what do you mean?

GIRL Are you telling me that you’ve dreamed of sitting on your 
sofa with me exchanging secrets for red skittles?

MAN No, you know what I mean.

GIRL Maybe I do, but you’re not sharing a secret if you only 
allude to it.

MAN I’ve been wanting to touch you for a long time.

GIRL How long?

MAN A long time … 

GIRL Only me?

MAN No.

GIRL Others?

MAN … 
 Yes.

GIRL Who?

MAN Names … don’t matter.

GIRL Just tell me the first.

MAN The first girl?

GIRL Yes. What was her name?

MAN … 
 Jennifer.
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GIRL Tell me about her.

MAN What’s to tell?

GIRL Everything.

MAN She was the same age as you.

GIRL But she’s not anymore?

MAN No. No, she’s much older now.

GIRL Do you still think about her?

MAN Sometimes.

GIRL Do you wonder where she is now?

MAN No.

GIRL Really?

MAN I don’t think about who she is now. I think about who she 
was then.

GIRL Do you think about who she was then often?

MAN Always.

GIRL Who was she then?

MAN Dark haired, like you. Thin, like you. Beautiful, like you. 
Not as clever, but cleverer than most.

GIRL More clever … 

MAN Pardon?

GIRL More clever. First in Advanced English remember?

MAN Oh … yes. More clever.

GIRL Did you ever tell her you wanted to bring her here?
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MAN No. Never.

GIRL decides she believes MAN’s answer. She takes a red 
skittle and places it in his mouth.

 Tell me one of your secrets.

GIRL Well, I’m the one with the Skittles here so … what’s in it 
for me?

MAN The pleasure of baring your soul to a fellow traveler.
  … 
 How about the knowledge that you’ve assisted me on my 

journey to being more trusting?

GIRL Ok.

MAN I want you to tell me something.

GIRL Something in particular?

MAN Yes.

GIRL What is it?

MAN Before I asked you to come here, did you think about it? 
Did you ever think about being here with me?

GIRL Yes.

MAN You wanted to be here with me?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN What did you want to do here? With me?

GIRL I wanted to sit on your couch trading secrets for skittles … 

MAN [Firm] Don’t be smart … tell me what you wanted to do 
here with me.

GIRL [Taken aback] I wanted to kiss you.
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MAN What else.

GIRL … 
 I wanted to fuck you.

MAN You did?

GIRL Yes.

MAN Did you imagine what it would be like?

GIRL No.

MAN You didn’t imagine what my hands on your body would 
be like?

GIRL Yes … I did … 

MAN What did you think it would be like? Did you think it 
would be nice?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN And was it?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Do you want me to put my hands on your body again?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Unbutton your blouse.

GIRL complies.

 Show me where you want me to put my hands.

GIRL takes MAN’s hand in hers, and places it on her 
breast. MAN begins to kiss her.

 Did you imagine what my kisses would be like?

GIRL Yes.
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MAN Do you like it when I kiss you?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Did you imagine me fucking you?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Do you want me to fuck you?

GIRL Yes … 

MAN Do you want me to fuck you … .?

GIRL Yes … 

LIGHTS out.
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FOUR
LIGHTS up.

MAN is back in the classroom. As MAN delivers his 
lecture, GIRL has assumed a seat in his class and is taking 
notes.

The projector or other teaching aid may be utilised 
throughout this monologue.

MAN The Evolutionary Arms Race and Anti-predatory 
Adaptation.

 Ok.
 … 
 So let’s break it down. The act of predation itself can be 

broken into four stages … 

 First: The detection of prey.

 Second: Attack.

 Third: Capture.

  … and finally: Consumption.

 Regardless of the functional classification of a predator, 
be it true predation, grazing, parasitism or parasitoidism, 
all predators satisfy these four stages in their methods of 
predation. Yes? With me? Ok … 

 Detection of prey: The predator hones in on a target; a 
weaker species, one over which the predator deems they 
have the power, physical or mental, to overcome.

 Attack: The predator makes a move either through direct 
and aggressive behaviour or through indirect manipulation.

 Capture: The predator makes it impossible for the prey to 
escape and finally … 
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 Consumption: The predator feeds on the vital tissue of 
its prey.

 The relationship between the two typically benefits the 
predator, however, the relationship (while never beneficial 
to the prey itself), may be of benefit to the prey species, 
and this is where we find ourselves at the Evolutionary 
Arms Race: Predator and Prey in constant battle for 
supremacy. Camouflage, aposematism, chemical defences 
… a few of a number of antipredatory adaptations that are 
a result of this arms race.

 As well as it does between different species, this Arms Race 
can also be seen between the genders of the same species. 
Due to a number of factors that affect the mating rates 
of males and females (centred largely around the great 
disparity in the size of the investment that procreation is 
for males and females) and the fact that males of virtually 
all species tend to be hornier than the female, resulting 
in higher mating rates of males than females, many male 
species have developed adaptations to induce females to 
mate with them and, likewise, many females have adapted 
as a means of fighting off the male’s mating attempts. That’s 
something we’ll look at in greater depth another time, but 
for your notes; an example of a male adaptation would be 
the beautiful and very attractive feathers of a male peacock 
and a female example, well, I think the best one would be 
sexual cannibalism, as seen in a number of insects. 

 The point I’m trying to make is that the predator/prey 
relationship is one that is formed between species and 
between genders of the same species and … 

GIRL giggles.

  … 
 What are you doing?
  … 
 Jennifer?
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GIRL Sir?

MAN I asked what you were doing.

GIRL Making notes Sir … 

MAN Notes? Read them back to me.

GIRL Umm … 

MAN Umm?

GIRL You want me to read my notes out loud sir?

MAN Totes. Isn’t that what all you kids are saying these days?
  … 
 Go on. Read me what you wrote.

GIRL It’s nothing Sir. Just scribble … 

MAN Something you wish to share with the class?

GIRL No … 

MAN What was that?

GIRL I said ‘no’ Sir.

MAN Show me.

GIRL tears the page from her notebook and hands it to 
MAN. As she does so, the school bell rings and she flees. As 
MAN looks down at the page, its contents are projected. It 
reads, “I will never let go of you”, written several times.

Lights down.
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FIVE
Lights up.

MAN’s flat. He is very anxious. GIRL enters.

MAN Do you have any idea what time it is?

GIRL It’s quarter past/

MAN /You’re late.

GIRL The bus was late. We’re you worried about me? That’s so swee/

MAN /Don’t patronise me. You we’re meant to be here half an 
hour ago.

GIRL My bus was late. Apparently there was an accident on the 
bridge and they had to close 3 lanes/

MAN /Well you should be getting an earlier bus. It’s very important 
that you’re here on time.

GIRL You’re the one who insisted I took the bus so that no one 
spotted my car parked out the front. Anyway, I called ahead … 

MAN That’s not/

GIRL /I’m sorry. Ok? I am truly sorry I made you wait. It was a 
circumstantial error and it won’t be repeated. I didn’t do it on 
purpose. I wasn’t being inconsiderate. Do you forgive me? I’ll 
make it up to you … 

MAN Just … get here on time.

MAN sits on the sofa. He is clearly exhausted. GIRL puts her 
bag down and joins him.

GIRL They were out of Skittles but I got Fruit Tingles instead. 
Want one?

MAN Where are your socks? The white ones.
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GIRL Oh. They’re in the wash.

MAN Why are they in the wash and not on your feet?

GIRL They needed washing … 

MAN I gave you the socks and I specifically asked you to wear 
them. Did I not specifically ask you to wear the white 
socks I gave you … ?

GIRL Yes but/

MAN /Yes, I specifically asked you to wear the white socks I gave 
you and you’re not wearing them.

GIRL They needed a wash. I’ve been over every other day this 
week. The socks needed washing so I/

MAN /I don’t care. I specifically asked you to wear the socks.

GIRL They’re just fucking socks!

MAN They’re not just fucking socks! They are the socks that I 
specifically asked you to wear.

GIRL Why are they so important to you?

MAN THAT is completely irrelevant.

GIRL It’s not irrelevant when you’re yelling at me for not 
wearing them.

MAN I ask you to do something and I expect that you do it. 
That’s how this relationship works. I tell you/

GIRL /No. How this relationship works is I tell you when time’s 
up and your time is up.

GIRL begins getting her things together to leave.

 I’ll post the outfit back to you at this address. Socks included.

MAN You can’t leave.
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GIRL I can do whatever the hell I want and I want to leave.

MAN You can’t leave! I’m paying you.

GIRL Keep your money. I don’t want it. You can find 
someone else.

MAN There is no one else.

GIRL Not my problem.

MAN No there’s no one else. Just you. You’re perfect. You were 
perfect. You were everything I dreamed you could ever 
be and I’m sorry I yelled at you. I’m sorry. I’ve had an 
awful day and I didn’t sleep last night and I’m sorry I 
yelled at you I’m just tired I’m just so so tired and I need 
you, ok? I need you and I’m sorry and I don’t want you 
to go and I don’t care about the socks. They’re just socks. 
Just like you said. Just socks. I don’t know why I got 
angry over something like socks. They’re just fucking 
socks. The socks aren’t important. You’re important and I 
need you to stay. Please? Please stay.

GIRL I think we have reached the end of a mutually 
satisfying engagement.

MAN No no please don’t say that. Please. I’ll make it up to 
you. I promise. I won’t yell at you again. I’ll be good. 
Ok? I’ll be a good boy.

GIRL I won’t be yelled at.

MAN I know. I know. That was awful of me. You don’t deserve 
to be yelled at.

GIRL No, I don’t.

MAN No, you don’t. You don’t deserve that. I don’t know what 
I was thinking. I wasn’t thinking. I’m sorry. I’m sorry … 

 … 
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 Please? Please? Don’t go. I could never find anyone 
like you.

GIRL … 
 If I stay, there are a few things we have to make clear.

MAN Yes, of course. No yelling. I understand that.

GIRL No yelling.

MAN No … 

GIRL No yelling. No bullying/

MAN /I wouldn’t dream/

GIRL /No yelling, no bullying and you have to understand 
that I do not work for you. I work for myself. I am 
freelance and not under your employment. I go 
home when I want to go home. I have the last say on 
everything. Everything: being all constituents of the 
total. Do you understand me?

MAN Yes. Completely. Clear as mud. (hehe) I’m sorry for 
the misunderstanding.

 … 

GIRL … 
 Do you want me to go out and come back in?

MAN Yes … no … no … that’s ok. Just … 

GIRL drops her bag.

GIRL Good.
  … 
 Why don’t you go make a cup of tea or something? You 

don’t look the greatest. We can start the clock when 
you’re done.

MAN Really? Thank you. That’s very kind of you.
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GIRL It’s a good thing I don’t charge extra for kindness … 

MAN (hehe) I guess it is … 

MAN gets up and begins making tea. Throughout the next 
exchange he is in and out of the room.

 … 
 How was school?

GIRL It was ok. I got a detention for being in incorrect uniform.

MAN Really?

GIRL I had the wrong socks on. It was a pretty big deal.

MAN clocks GIRL and they share the joke quietly.

MAN Any more exams?

GIRL French.
 … 
 Why didn’t you sleep last night?

MAN I don’t know. I’m under a lot of stress … had strange, 
stressful dreams.

GIRL What did you dream about?

MAN Strange things. You were in one of them … 

GIRL Really? I’m in your dreams now?

MAN Yeah. I’m sure it was you. Maybe it wasn’t. I don’t know … 

GIRL What happened in the dream?

MAN I don’t know. I don’t think anything actually happened. 
I was teaching a class and you were in it, and you were 
writing something you shouldn’t have been … a note to 
pass around the classroom … and I asked you to see it. No, 
I made you read it aloud.
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GIRL What did it say?
  … 
 What did the note say?

MAN I don’t remember. I just remember the feeling that went with 
it. I remember waking up feeling exhausted. Like I hadn’t 
slept. Do you ever get that? When you wake up and you feel 
so tired that you could swear you mustn’t have actually fallen 
asleep? That’s how I felt this morning. Like I hadn’t slept at 
all. Even though I obviously had as I was dreaming … 

GIRL Do you often have stressful dreams?

MAN Yes. Not always. More now than before. I don’t have 
nightmares. I never have, even when I was a child … just 
stressful dreams. Dreams where I find myself in trouble 
and it’s really all my fault and the whole time I’m wishing 
I hadn’t done something or that I’d just done something 
differently … or that I could go back in time five minutes 
and just undo what I just did/

GIRL /What sort of things?

MAN Hmh?

GIRL What sort of things do you do in these dreams that you 
wish you could undo?

MAN Silly, trivial things mostly. But in my dreams the weight 
of their consequences is compounded and the smallest 
mistake is the end of the world. When I was at university, 
just before exams, I would have dreams … I don’t know 
if it was the same dream recurring or if it was a different 
dream each time with the same theme … but I would have 
these dreams that I was on my way in to an exam, and for 
no reason in particular I got on the wrong train. And the 
second I stepped on I knew it was the wrong train and I’d 
try to get off but I couldn’t. I was too slow or someone was 
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in my way or … I don’ t know … and I’d be stuck on this 
train. And it would be a train that never stopped. And in 
my head I would know that I was on a train that was never 
going to stop and there was no possible way I would be able 
to get off. And I would know I was going to miss the exam 
and fail my course and my world would be turned on its 
head all because I had … for no reason that I could identify 
… I’d got on the wrong train. And, while something like 
this happening in real life is stressful and inconvenient, it is 
fixable. You know? You can get off the train and come back 
on another one … but in my dream that was it. There was 
only one chance … one option … and I had fucked it. I was 
in trouble, deep trouble, and there was no getting out of it.

GIRL Perhaps you invest too much in the finer details. Try to look 
at the bigger picture sometimes.

MAN Perhaps.

GIRL Did you ever read any of Freud’s dream theories?

MAN At university. A little.

GIRL Well, I read some for English class last year and his theory 
that dreams are subconscious manifestations of our conscious’ 
deepest fears, desires, anxieties … maybe your subconscious 
is trying to tell you that you want to get into trouble.

MAN What do you mean? That I’m some sort of masochist?

GIRL No … no … that maybe there’s something about you … 
inside you … some fine detail that you’ve managed to keep 
under the surface and that people can’t detect when they 
see the bigger picture you … maybe that finer detail wants 
to come out, to be recognised, and the only way for that to 
happen is through getting you in trouble … 

MAN Like what?
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GIRL I don’t know that. But I don’t know anything really. I just 
read a few chapters for English.

MAN I’m just so tired. I don’t know what I can do.

GIRL gently reassures MAN.

GIRL It’s ok. I’ll never let go of you … 

MAN What did you say?

GIRL I said, “It’s ok, you’ll figure out what to do … ”

Lights down.
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SIX
Lights up.

GIRL’s apartment. The room is empty. GIRL enters, 
returning home. She turns on a single light and begins to 
change into comfortable clothes. She hangs her uniform on 
a coat hanger.

GIRL Socks … 

She leaves the room and returns with a pair of white socks 
and hangs them with the uniform.

She goes to the CD player and turns it on. A French 
language lesson begins.

CD Hello, and welcome to lesson six: emotions
 Bonjour, et bienvenue à la leçon six : les émotions

 Happiness. I am happy.
 Bonheur. Je suis heureux.

GIRL Bonheur. Je suis heureux.

CD Good.
 Bon.

 Sadness. I am sad.
 Tristesse. Je suis triste.

GIRL Tristesse. Je suis triste.

CD Don’t be sad. You’re French is very good!

 Love. I love you.
 Amour. Je t’aime.

GIRL Amour. Je t’aime

CD That’s fantastic!
 Confusion. I am confused.
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 Confusion. Je suis confondu.

After a few moments her phone rings. GIRL pauses the CD.

GIRL Bonjour … ?
  … 
 Oh, hello. Let me get my diary.
  … 
 Now?
  … 
 But I just left. I literally only just walked through the door.
  … 
 I understand but … you want me to come all the way back 

after I just got home?
  … 
 It’s late. I’m really tired. I’ll see you tomorrow. Right on 4 … 
  … 

 No you can’t come over to mine.
  … 
 No … no … no. Listen, I will see you tomorrow at 4 

o’clock. Right on the dot. Ok?
 … 
 Yes you will cope. Don’t be dramatic.
 … 
 Goodnight? Ok. Goodnight. I have to go now … 

GIRL hangs up the phone. She decides to turn it off. GIRL 
may or may not exit.

Lights down.

Lights up.

Classroom. MAN is presenting to a class. He is exhausted, 
and under physical and mental duress. He struggles to 
complete his lesson.

The projector may be used throughout this scene.
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MAN Sexual Cannibalism. Sounds pretty fucked up doesn’t it? 
Sorry — excuse my French. Fuck it. We’re all adults here … 

 Sexual cannibalism. This is where our evolutionary arms 
race gets particularly fucked up.

 Although a fairly rare phenomenon, this form of adaptation 
can be seen quite prevalently in different species of 
spiders and scorpions and serves a dual purpose: The first, 
population control and specifically, male to female ratio 
within the living population and two, protection of the fairer 
sex as well as her defenceless offspring.

 Now, sexual cannibalism as a practice takes many forms, 
and there have been some rather interesting theories put 
forth regarding which sex it is that benefits from this 
practice. Some researchers have argued, quite interestingly, 
that the act of a male allowing himself to be cannibalised 
is, in fact, his way of paternal sacrifice, made purely to 
benefit his offspring and species. That sounds like bullshit 
doesn’t it? I mean, come on. What man in his right mind 
would give his life for a roll in the hay?

 More commonly accepted however, is the belief than sexual 
cannibalism is a female specific antipredatory adaptation; 
one which the fairer sex has developed primarily as a means 
of protecting and providing for her youth.

 Now, in some instances, this adaptation also serves as a 
method of self-preservation. Given the obvious physical 
impediment of pregnancy, the ‘taking out’ of the male after 
mating serves as a pre-emptive strike against a likely attack 
on the female or her offspring, particularly if other food 
sources are scarce.

A bell sounds. It is the end of class.

 Thank God. Alright we’ll leave it there for today. Jennifer 
I’d like to see you for a minute please.
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GIRL enters.

 Jennifer. What have you done?

GIRL It’s only a bite.

MAN What have you done to me Jennifer?

GIRL It’s only a bite sir. It will heal.

MAN I don’t think so Jennifer … 

GIRL It’s only a teeny tiny bite. No worse than a paper cut.

MAN I think I’m sick. Jennifer, I think you’ve poisoned me.

GIRL But it was only a bite. Just a little bite.

MAN I can feel it. I can feel my insides twisted … 

GIRL It’s just a teeny tiny nick..

MAN Will you take a look at it? Jennifer? Take a look at it.

GIRL looks at MAN’s bite.

GIRL No worse than a paper cut … 

MAN I can’t breathe.

GIRL It will heal.

GIRL hands MAN a plastic bag and begins to exit.

MAN I can’t sleep. I can’t stop sweating. Jennifer I can’t breathe!

There should be no lights up/down between this scene 
and the next. Although there may be a lighting change to 
indicate there is a change, the scenes should flow together.
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SEVEN
MAN’s apartment. MAN is in his living room. He is 
disheveled and looks as though he hasn’t slept for some 
days now. In his hand is a long handled plastic bag – the 
kind you use to line a kitchen bin. He places the bag over 
his head and quickly wraps the handles around his neck, 
pulling as tight as he can. He begins to suffocate, and the 
bag turns opaque from the mist of his desperate breath. 
He kicks the ground, fighting the urge to rescue himself. 
Nearby is a roll of duct tape. MAN takes it, and wraps a 
length around his neck. He gags under the plastic. After a 
moment, he tears the bag off this head, gasping for air. He 
begins to cry.

There is a knock at the door. MAN tears the plastic and 
tape from his head and lets it fall to the floor. He gets up 
and goes to the door. It is GIRL.

MAN You’re early.

GIRL No. 4 o’clock. Right on the dot.

MAN Oh.
  … 

GIRL Are you ok?

GIRL enters.

 You look fucked. Were you exercising?

MAN No. Yes. A little.

GIRL sees the plastic bag and roll of tape but doesn’t say 
anything.

 I’m sorry I called you last night.

GIRL It’s fine.
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MAN How was school?

GIRL Good.

MAN How are your exams going?

GIRL Not quickly enough.

MAN How’s … umm … How’s … I’m sorry I … I’m sorry it’s 
… I’m … 

MAN breaks down in a lump of heavy sobs. GIRL doesn’t 
go to his side immediately.

She leaves the room and returns with a glass of water.

GIRL Just breathe. Drink this.

MAN No. No. I can’t. I can’t drink. I can’t breathe. I’m 
suffocating. I can’t drink. It feels like drowning … like 
… no air. I can’t drink anything. I can’t swallow. I can’t 
breathe. I can’t/

GIRL /Shhh … Yes you can. Just calm your breath. Breathe deep 
… that’s it. Just breathe in and out. Don’t think about 
anything else. Just inhale, and exhale. Hum as you exhale. 
It’ll help I promise. Do it. That’s it.

GIRL breathes with MAN.

 See? It’s helpful. In and hummmmmmm … .in and 
hummmmmmm … in and hummmmm … just think, 
breathe in … breathe out … think about nothing else. Just 
your breath.

MAN breathes with GIRL and eventually calms.

MAN Thank you.

GIRL Yoga trick.
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MAN Namaste.

GIRL Do you know what that means? Literally … ?

MAN Hello? No … I don’t.

GIRL It means, the soul in me, recognises the soul in you.
  … 
 Are you feeling better?

MAN A little.

GIRL Can you drink this?

MAN I can’t … 

GIRL Just don’t think about it. Just think about your breathing 
and drink.

MAN takes the water and tries to drink. He sputters at first.

 Stop thinking about it. Just drink it. Think about your 
breath, not the water.

MAN is able to take a few sips.

 … When I was small … before I learned how to swim, I 
had this floatie that my Dad bought for me. It had a giraffe’s 
head on the front and was patterned in shades of brown, 
like giraffe skin. Anyway, we were at the beach and it was 
quite late in the afternoon and my older brother and I were 
jumping off the edge of a little rock pool and into the water. 
Well, I jumped in … it must have been the hundredth time 
that I’d jumped that day because I launched myself into the 
air with such confidence … but I mustn’t have jumped far 
enough because as I came down into the water my floatie 
snagged on the rocky edge of the pool and tore. The air 
rushed right out of it and I sank straight to the bottom. My 
brother pulled me out of the water but I was under long 
enough that by the time I resurfaced I was unconscious and 
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a lifeguard had to perform EAR. I don’t remember much 
else but I remember coughing up water that was so salty it 
made me throw up as I heaved it out. I don’t know what was 
worse … the salt water or the vomit or the vomity salt water. 
The whole experience so was physically traumatic that it was 
years before I was able to drink a glass of water again. Every 
time I tried to, my throat would close up and I would feel as 
though I was drowning and I would panic. I would choke 
every time I drank water. I could drink other things … tea, 
juice … just not water. It took a lot of practise before I could 
finally fight the urge to heave when I tried to drink it.

 I still can’t take a panadol with water. My throat closes up 
and it sticks in there and I choke. I think that our physical 
memory is far stronger than our emotional memory …  and 
sometimes you have to train your body to forget trauma.

MAN It’s the dreams.

GIRL Bad dreams?

MAN Odd. Strange. Frightening. Stressful.

GIRL Stress is a physical reaction to an emotional conflict.

MAN You’re very bright.

GIRL I know, but thank you.

MAN Why do you do this?

GIRL Do what?

MAN What you do. For a living … 

GIRL What kind of question is that?

MAN A personal one. I’m sorry. It’s none of my business.

MAN gets up and begins to tidy up.
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 I’ll … umm … I’ll just go wash my face and then you can 
tell me about your day at school.

GIRL I enjoy my work.

MAN Do you? Really?

GIRL Yes.

MAN You’re very bright.

GIRL I know. And what I do for a living, I don’t believe, is a 
slight on my intelligence. I use my brain doing what I do 
more than if I were to work in an office or at a counter … 

MAN But you could do so much more than that.

GIRL But you wouldn’t judge me for it if I didn’t.

MAN I just think it’s a waste.

GIRL Do you want me to leave then?

MAN No! No. I don’t want you to leave. If my salary could 
support it I’d never let you leave.

GIRL Do you feel that what you pay me is worthwhile?

MAN Yes. Most definitely. I didn’t mean to offend you.

GIRL You haven’t offended me, but I want to know if you think the 
price I put on doing what I do for you is value for money.

MAN Yes. Without a doubt. What you do for me, what you give 
me, is priceless.

GIRL Then I must be good at what I do. And I enjoy what I do. It 
would be a waste for me not to do what I do.

MAN I can’t argue with your reasoning. You read philosophy as 
well as psychology?

GIRL A little. For/
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MAN /English class.

GIRL /For English class.

MAN No high school English class anywhere in the country 
reads Freud or philosophy. No matter how advanced. You 
read that at university.

GIRL What emotional conflict could be causing you such stress 
that simply breathing becomes difficult?

MAN I don’t know.

GIRL You must/

MAN /I have no idea … 

GIRL You do. You know. You don’t have to tell me but if you plead 
ignorance to yourself you’ll only make the stress worse.

MAN Have you ever done anything in your life that you knew 
was bad … wrong … but you did it anyway? Have you? 
Have you ever done anything like that?

GIRL Could you be more specific?

MAN No. Not really. Yes. Maybe. Have you ever smoked a joint?

GIRL No.

MAN Stolen something from work … ?

GIRL gestures to the room.

 Oh. Right.
 … 
 But … do you see what I’m getting at? There are things in 

life that we’re told are bad or wrong but so many people do 
them anyway because … they either don’t see the wrong in 
it or they see it, but don’t care.
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GIRL Like how a pot smoker will argue that pot is less harmful 
than alcohol, which is legal, and therefore should be also … 

MAN Yes! Exactly. Yes. Yes. And if you’re a decent upstanding 
person … who …  who … smokes a joint now and then 
… you have to keep it quiet and you’re made to feel guilty 
about it. But you’re not hurting anyone. You’re just … it’s just 
… it’s a part of you that the world tells you is a bad part and 
they shouldn’t do that … they shouldn’t …  because you’re 
not a bad person and you’re not hurting anyone.

GIRL But if you’re of the kind person that sees the wrong in the 
action but doesn’t care then why would you care if you 
were found out?

MAN Maybe … maybe it’s not that you don’t care, ok. Maybe it’s 
just that your need for this thing is so ffff-fucking powerful 
that you ffff-physically can’t control it and the thought of 
going without it is worse than the thought of not having it. 
Maybe you can’t say no to it … 

GIRL Like an addiction?

MAN Yes! Just like that. You become a junkie to it.

GIRL Then detox. Get patches. Go on a retreat.

MAN No! It’s so hard. It’s so hard to explain. You don’t 
understand.

GIRL I can understand. I don’t mean to be simplistic. But if I 
don’t know what this thing is, how can I understand fully?

MAN You know.

GIRL I don’t.

MAN Why do you think you’re here? Hmh? Why do you think I 
spend my money paying a fucking prostitute to dress up in 
school uniform and pretend she’s a student of mine? Hmh? 
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Why do you think I do that? Do you think I buy that you 
don’t know? I know you’re not stupid. You know you’re not 
stupid. Please don’t play dumb … 

GIRL I don’t make assumptions. If you want me to know, tell me. 
If you don’t, I won’t speculate on your personal life. It’s not 
my business.

MAN Speculate. Make assumptions. I invite you to/

GIRL /It’s not my business/

MAN /Tell me what it is you think I am! I want to know why you 
think you’re here.

GIRL No! I don’t want/

MAN /Say it! Say it!

GIRL I think you’re a pervert!
  … 

MAN Yes?/

GIRL /I think you’re a perverted old man who gets off on young 
girls and you don’t know how much longer you can look 
without touching so … you pay me to suspend reality for 
an hour or two and play your game so that hopefully, even 
if only for a moment longer, you can keep your hands to 
yourself when you pass a young girl in the street and keep 
yourself out of prison.

MAN Thank you for taking that leap of faith.
  … 

GIRL Tell me about Jennifer.

MAN What?

GIRL I took a leap. You take one.
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MAN Do I get a red skittle?

GIRL Cute doesn’t work on me.

MAN I’ve already told you/

GIRL /Did you bring her here?

MAN No … 
  … 

GIRL does not believe man.

 I didn’t live here then. I was living interstate.

GIRL Did you bring her to your home interstate?

MAN Yes.

GIRL You lied to me.

MAN Yes.

GIRL Did you touch her?

MAN Yes.

GIRL What else?

MAN What else? What else?

GIRL Did you fuck her?

MAN Yes.

GIRL What happened?

MAN I always respected her and it wasn’t how you’d imagine. 
I know what you’re thinking. I wasn’t some fat old man 
sleazing onto a young girl.

GIRL What was it then?

MAN Hmh?
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GIRL If it wasn’t how I’d imagine … what was it?

MAN I’m a good man. I am. I’m not a pervert … I know you think I 
am but I’m not and I’m not out to hurt anyone.

GIRL How did it end?

MAN She told a girlfriend … a girl in her English class … the one I 
taught. Rumour spread … the school became involved. I was 
put on suspension while they investigated. The story couldn’t 
be proved either way and it was her word against mine. 
Finally she confessed that what she had said to her friend was 
a fib told to impress her and that it was all just a case of the 
rumour mill got out of hand.

GIRL She told them that freely?

MAN Yes.

GIRL Why?

MAN She held no malice toward me. Like I said, I was never out to 
hurt anyone.

GIRL You believe that to be true?

MAN Of course … 

GIRL That’s very mature for a 16 year old.

MAN She was a very mature girl.

GIRL  … 
 And so you just left?

MAN The school gave me a generous redundancy payout on the 
condition that I leave quickly and quietly and that’s what I did.

GIRL Who else?

MAN What? No. No one else.
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GIRL Jennifer was the only one?

MAN Yes.

GIRL No one else ever tempted you?

MAN No! Yes … of course they tempted me. Every fucking day they 
tempt me. Every single day. They’re all I fucking think about.

GIRL Who?

MAN Amy … Amy Mullens and her long arms and thin wrists and 
shiny legs … 

GIRL How old is she?

MAN I don’t know. Year 10. 15 … 

GIRL Who else?

MAN Fff-fucking … Wendy Lai … I coach her hockey team just so 
I can watch her … 

GIRL Who else?

MAN Fuck. I don’t know her name. She’s not in my classes. She’s 
year 7. She’s so fucking beautiful … 

GIRL Who else?

MAN Melanie Buttson … Gillian Murphy … Fucking Amanda 
Vittocio … Amanda Vittocio …  

 … 

 But I am very much in control of myself and I have never 
touched anyone else. Never.

GIRL And your current school? Do they know about what happened?

MAN I’ve done nothing wrong! What I do after hours is my business 
and what I do, I do to keep myself from doing something they 
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deem wrong so if any of them want to fff-fucking judge me for 
what I do … they … they should thank me. They should be 
thanking me for controlling myself and keeping my personal 
life personal. I’m doing an admirable thing. I am. I am doing 
an admirable thing by finding a way to satisfy myself without 
risking hurting anyone else. Ok? So don’t you fucking judge me/

GIRL /You told me to! You stood right there and asked me to tell you 
what I thought you were! And I told you I wasn’t comfortable. 
I told you I didn’t want to but you forced me. You’ve got 
something loose up in there … 

MAN Pot meet kettle.

GIRL Excuse me?

MAN You’re a tertiary educated hooker for fuck’s sake. What’s going 
on upstairs for you?

GIRL grabs her bag.

 No! Don’t you dare try to walk out of here! Don’t you dare leave.

GIRL ignores MAN. MAN, desperately, grabs hold of her and 
they wrestle.

 Don’t you dare. You can’t leave me. I need you. I need you so 
much.

MAN begins to kiss GIRL. She struggles, freeing herself from 
his grip before being caught again. GIRL struggles a little at 
first, and then GIRL submits freely.

 Please don’t ever leave. Please don’t let go of me. I need you. I 
need you.

MAN pulls at GIRL’s clothing and they fall to the floor together.

Lights down.
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EIGHT
Lights up.

MAN’s classroom. MAN is exhausted. He is in a state of 
confusion and angst not yet seen. He doesn’t know where 
to start in the delivery of the material. He is distracted by 
his thoughts for some time before he realises he has a class.

If the projector is used in this scene, it should be minimally 
and with little clarity.

MAN Where were we up to? Anyone?
  … 
 Ummm … It’s … umm … there’s a … 
  … 
 The Evolutionary Arms Race. Anti-predatory Adaptations. 

Sexual Cannibalism.
  … 
 Why is this all important? Why is this important? It’s 

important because … because … on a biological level … 
there is no such thing as free will. The will that you … as 
a living, breathing organism is … is … nada. Zip. None 
existent. All growth, development and deterioration is pre-
determined by nature. The mighty lion does not choose to 
be a stalker of prey. He has no choice. Nature sets him up 
to be so and if he does not comply he does not survive and 
his species dies out.

  … 
 The echidna is born with spikes to protect him, just as the 

venomous spider is born innately poisonous. The female 
mantis does not attack her mate out of spite or by any 
considered choice. She does so to prevent a later attack on 
herself and on her offspring.

  … 
 Can we be angry at the lion for ripping the zebra to shreds 

and consuming its flesh?
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 Can we hold it against the red back when they bite us? Can 
we call the female mantis a man hater? No. Of course not. 
They were all born that way as a means of survival. While 
some of these anti-predatory adaptations are learned 
behaviour, they are all working on an innate, cellular level.

 Now … you might argue, “But no, I am not an animal. I am 
a man (or woman) … I am a human being with thoughts 
and emotions and I can control my primal directives.” … 

 … 
 You might argue that. But you’d be an idiot.

 You are what you are because you were born that way. The 
colour of your hair, the sound of your voice, the need to 
eat and drink and piss and shit, the desire to fuck who you 
desire to fuck the way you desire to fuck … and all of those 
things. Nature versus Nurture? Nature will always win.

Lights down
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NINE
Lights up.

MAN’s apartment. MAN and GIRL are lying on the floor. 
MAN is asleep but GIRL is not. GIRL watches MAN for a 
minute or two and, once she is satisfied that he is asleep, 
she gets up quietly. She collects her things to leave.

MAN Where are you going?

GIRL You fell asleep.

MAN Don’t leave yet.

GIRL It’s late.

MAN Do you have another appointment?

GIRL Actually … yes.

MAN You’re lying to me.

GIRL You’ll hurt your back sleeping on the floor.

MAN I want you to stay.

GIRL You know I can’t do/

MAN /I want you to. Please. I want you to.

GIRL I don’t think you can afford me to.

MAN No … not like that.

GIRL Like what?

MAN Spend the day with me. Or night. Is it day or is it/

GIRL /This is not Pretty Woman and you are not Richard Gere … 

MAN He paid her to stay. I don’t want to pay you. I want you to 
stay because you want to.
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 … 
 Do you want to?
 … 
 Just for a cup of tea.

GIRL  … OK. Just a few minutes.

MAN Good. Great. Come. Sit. Would you like some breakfast? What 
time is it?

GIRL Just tea.

MAN Tea? Yes. Ok. Milk? Sugar?

GIRL White with one.

MAN I’m out of milk. I think. Let me … 

GIRL Black is fine.

MAN Great. Make yourself comfortable. Actually, while I’m boiling 
the kettle why don’t you go wash your face or something … ? 
The hand towel next to the sink is clean … 

GIRL Ok. Thanks … 

There is an awkward moment between MAN and GIRL before 
GIRL exits through the bedroom. MAN lingers a moment, 
then runs into the kitchen to put the kettle on. He returns to 
the living room and begins to straighten up. He fluffs the sofa 
cushions, tidies the floor, etc. He flicks through his collection of 
CDs for something to put on. Finding nothing, he shoves them 
all back on the shelf. MAN exits and returns a moment later 
with a packet of biscuits, which he places near the sofa. He 
exits again and returns with two mugs. GIRL returns.

MAN Make yourself comfortable. Biscuit?

GIRL You’re in a good mood.
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MAN Am I? I slept well. I think. Yes. I did. I slept very well.

GIRL No dreams?

MAN No. I guess not.

GIRL Well that’s an improvement.

MAN Here. They’re my favourite. I shouldn’t eat them but I’ve 
always loved them. I’m quite proud actually. I’ve had this 
packet in the pantry almost a week and haven’t opened it yet.

GIRL I’d hate to break your streak.

MAN No, it’s OK. There’s less guilt when you share your vices with 
a friend.

  … 

MAN gives GIRL a biscuit and sits next to her on the sofa. 
He is unsure where to put the biscuits, and finally rests them 
on the arm of the sofa.

MAN Maybe we should keep them on your side.

MAN leans over GIRL and places the biscuits on the arm 
rest next to her.

MAN I think you’re very beautiful.

GIRL Thank you. I think that men are attracted to younger 
women because they haven’t come to terms with their own 
ageing. How old are you?

MAN How old are you?

GIRL Why don’t you want to talk about you?

MAN Why don’t you want to talk about you?
 …
 I’m not attracted to all young women per se … 
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GIRL Of course. You have a type.
 … 
 Why don’t you find her? Jennifer … 

MAN I’m not interested in who she is now … it’s/

GIRL /Who she was then. You said.

MAN She wouldn’t be the same now. She’d be different.

GIRL How? What do you mean?

MAN Her body would be different. Not like yours. Yours is still very … 

GIRL Nubile … ?

MAN Yes. She’s probably ruined herself with children.

GIRL So it’s purely a physical attraction.

MAN No. Not entirely. She would be different.

GIRL How so?

MAN Hardened. Burdened. With baggage … 

GIRL But how much of that baggage are you responsible for … ?

MAN No. I told you. It wasn’t how/

GIRL /It wasn’t how I might think … I know. You weren’t out to 
hurt her and therefore can’t possibly be held accountable for 
any hurt you may have caused. You’re a good man who does 
bad things. Or are they even bad things to begin with? Maybe 
society just has its definitions all wrong … 

MAN You’re mocking me.

GIRL I’m repeating you. But you can’t possibly believe your own 
bullshit. Just because Jennifer was … complicit … in your 
abuse of her, does not negate the abuse itself.

MAN I did not abuse her.
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GIRL What you did was illegal and immoral and if you didn’t 
believe that to be true you wouldn’t need me would you? 
Look … I’m not here to judge you. Fuck me I’m a tertiary 
educated hooker for Christ’s sake, but there is a word for 
what you are.

MAN I am not a pedophile.

GIRL These things that you have done … the things that you 
yourself tell me you constantly think about doing again 
… are abusive by nature … and so driving of you that you 
need me to pay me to satisfy them for you … 

MAN It’s part of who I am. It’s not as though I have a choice. 
50 years ago being homosexual was deemed a sexual 
perversion. Nowadays it’s accepted as being part of one’s 
DNA and not a choice.

GIRL And do you think in 50 more years the desire to fuck 
children will be considered the same?

MAN I am a good man. I cannot change who I am or what I am. 
All I can do is my best to deal with it. The world tells me 
that what I am is wrong … and I accept that I have to take 
it upon myself to ensure that my personal gratification 
does not come at the expense of anyone else. And that’s 
what I do.

GIRL Do you think that your personal gratification has not come 
at the expense of me?

MAN I’m paying you.

GIRL You are. But do you think that what I am today is what I, as 
a child, dreamed of being?

MAN You said yourself that you enjoy your work.

GIRL In as much as it’s a case study of the human condition, I do.
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MAN So what brought you here? What made you wake up one 
morning and decide to fuck strange men for money?

 … 
 Was your father around growing up?

GIRL Don’t be generalist.

MAN Was he?

GIRL … 
 No.

MAN Step father?

GIRL No.

MAN Uncle who liked to play Doctor with you?

GIRL Fuck you.

MAN But your father … where was he?

GIRL I had a very loving childhood.

MAN So how did you end up here?

GIRL I didn’t end up here. I chose to come here … 

GIRL is very uncomfortable with the topic of conversation.

MAN Ok, how or when did you choose this? What experiences 
hardened you? Hmh?

 What experiences made this choice possible?

GIRL What kind of question is that?

MAN A personal one.

GIRL Exactly.

MAN Most women who work in the sex industry are introduced 
to sex at a young age.
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GIRL You don’t know what you’re talking about.

MAN I do. I read a study by the Boston University … that most 
women who turn to prostitution were abused as children, 
and that they learn to dissociate to cope … they interviewed 
hundreds of prostitutes, porn stars, phone sex workers … 

GIRL You don’t know shit.

MAN You and I are so similar. We’re both at odds with who we 
are and … 

GIRL We are not at all/

MAN /You’re not on the clock. The hooker-client relationship is 
not in place … 

GIRL That’s the ONLY relationship in place … 

MAN You know all about me … 

GIRL That’s my prerogative. As part of the hooker-client 
relationship. And you’re right. You’re not paying me. So 
I’m not obliged to listen to your bullshit about how you’re 
a good man who just has a bad habit. You are just like 
every other man who ever thought it was his right to stick 
his dick in any girl he wanted … regardless of how old she 
was, or who she was … or what she wanted.

MAN kisses GIRL and begins pulling at her clothing. She 
resists. She manages to slip away from him.

GIRL Ok. I can’t do this anymore.

GIRL begins to collect her things.

MAN Please … 

GIRL I have another appointment.

MAN No you don’t/
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GIRL /I don’t want to be here anymore.

MAN Don’t you fucking dare/

GIRL /I think we’ve come to the end of a mutually sat/

MAN /Shut the fuck up. Shut up!

GIRL What did you think was going to happen? Where did you 
think we would go from here? You thought we’d go on 
like this forever. You thought I’d move in with you and 
we’d live out your fantasy every single day. That’s what 
you think this is. You think that because I agreed to stay 
for a minute and have a fucking cup of tea with you that 
somehow we’re friends … 

MAN Shut the fuck up you stupid whore! Who the hell are you 
to judge me? Who the hell are you? Huh?

GIRL I am not Jennifer. I am not a child … ok? I’m not in awe 
of you. I’m not scribbling your name in a love heart on the 
back of my note books like the sad little school girl you 
pay me to pretend to be. You’re so fucking pathetic that 
no grown woman would have a bar of you and you get off 
on young girls because they don’t know any better. That’s 
really what happened with Jennifer isn’t it? She outgrew 
you. Didn’t she? She didn’t brag to a friend about fucking 
you … she confessed her embarrassment and disgust with 
herself for allowing you to abuse her like you did. And 
that’s what you want from me. You want to abuse me the 
way you abused Jennifer and the way you want to abuse 
Amanda Vitoccio and all the other poor little girls who 
don’t know any better. But I’m not a little girl and I do 
know better. I’m a grown woman and this was only going 
to last so long. I can’t be your Jennifer forever. You’ll have 
to find someone else/
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MAN /If you try to leave I will cut your fucking throat!

This stops GIRL in her tracks. She pauses a moment, 
deciding whether the threat carries weight. She turns to 
leave. MAN leaps at GIRL, grabbing her from behind. 
GIRL struggles physically and vocally. MAN manages to 
secure GIRL’s arms, gaining control over her. With all his 
strength [which GIRL’s level of resistance demands] MAN 
drags GIRL to the bedroom.

The door slams.

Silence.

Lights down.

END
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